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About This Game

Join Vicky, an orphan firestarter, in this cynically charming indie platformer as she fights to rid the planet of intergalactic
demon invaders. Featuring classic style run-and-gun gameplay, minigames, and more!

Fight your way through 18 levels, each tougher than the previous, unlock new abilities, finish level challenges and seek out
bonus levels. If you're feeling up to it, test your mettle with the "Stupid Hard" setting.

Vicky Saves the Big Dumb World is a devilishly funny, cartoonish adventure, with plenty of action, violence, and high
replayablility. Made with a love of B movies and low budget aesthetics, Vicky features an original soundtrack by MackOne.

- 18 levels
- 4 bonus levels

- 4 unlockable abilities
- 2 minigames
- Endless Zone
- Big Battles

- "Stupid Hard" mode: enemies are tougher and faster, no checkpoints
- "Forbidden Fruit" collectibles: unlock minigames, endless zone, and a new attack!!

- 28 unique Steam achievements

*A game controller is HIGHLY recommended
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 250 MB available space
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vicky saves the big dumb world

It makes You mad. Should I say anything more?. Like most Novalogic flight sims. Brillaint and underated. If your into jet
fighter sims, get it!
Always Loved Novalogics fighter games. It does seem a shame that games like this are not being made anymore. The worst
example is as a Star Wars fan I loved the X-Wing series, XWA was made over a decade ago now and no signs of another fighter
sim to come. Seems the same with novalogic and jet fighter games too :(. Although the game is in a super low price, we can still
get cancer as a gift.. A very good yuri VN that requires the player to be observant and apply some detective skills. One of my
favourite things is the score, especially the piano-driven tracks that play at certain times. It compliments the art style so well too.

The characters are also well written and (for the most part) likeable. The protagonist is quite timid, but she's clever and
empathetic. I never really found her behavior frustrating. The romance scenes take some work to get to, but they're very nice.

If I had to give some complaints, there's still a few typos and errors in the translation at the time I'm writing this. Also, some of
the choices don't make a whole lot of sense. For example, choosing option 1 at a certain point might improve the relationship
potential for character A, despite there being no logical reason why it's relevant at all.

Another thing people may not initially realise - this is actually just part 1 of a 4 game series. The game still follows it's own
dramatic arc, but the ending doesn't come with total closure.. I play this instead of Fortnite. dont even bother with it.. This game
is $0.99 cents, understandably the game would have its faults for a price as measily as that. Not only does this game not run at
all, it basically refuses. Leaving me wondering, "how did those other guys run this game?" Not only are the devs basically
ignoring the fact that the game doesn't even run after getting to the loading screen and waiting for over five minutes. The game
is just bad, GameGuru isn't as good of a development app as most would expect as you can see from this terribly made game
that just plain off doesn't play. If you want to blame it on my specs, I have dual Nvidia Titan XP's with an Intel core i9-7980xe
and water cooling, Of course this game should have ran no problem at all. But that is no where near the case for this piece of
"Art.". great game!
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I love this mod even more than the original game! Must have for RTS gaming enthusiasts.. A pretty fun party game. :). A good
example of the visuals that can be achieved in VR. Not interactive but I was not expecting that as this is a free tech demo.
Hopefully more AAA devs start experimenting with VR. An excellent, traditional shoot-'em-up from Astro Port.

From the colourful, weighty visual work and sound direction to some of the strongest '80s\/90s-style' shooter game design I've
seen in a while, nearly every aspect of Satazius comes together to make for a thrilling game all around. Pad controls generally
feel good, the action is exciting, the game is suitably twitch-based and the whole thing is just a joy to play.

Recommedend to all shoot-'em-up fans. In fact, I'm sure even a few with little experience in the genre will have a good time,
considering how slick a of a production this is.

But mainly, it's just good fun. You do like fun, right? No? How about millions of explosions then?. Overall the game is about a
15/100, theres no disernable way to tell what enemies are able to be killed or not, the backgrounds are good looking but too dark
for the character to stand out. The art style is choppy and is mixed which would work for like Rayman but not for this game due
to the fact that the character is again, too dark. Hidden enemies aren't a good sign and when they blend into the background, the
only enemy that I think looks good would be the worms that bite and stuff, but they look to be outsouced and or bought from a
stock sites. i WOULDNT GET THIS GAME!. Pretty good if you're looking for an art piece with first person platformer
elements, though it does drag with how far apart things are.. a b s o l u t e l y a d d i c t i v e !. WHERE IS EVERYONE?!!!!!!.
Me: Joins game
Also me: walks outside and get's killed instantly
Still me: What is happening... I LOVE IT!. Buy it 100%. I never spend money on cosmetics, but this game deserves it. It gives
you a progression map with a lot of stuff to work towards unlocking. Not to mention the creator and devs will be adding more
content as well. Support these guys and tell them to keep up then good work by snagging the full version.
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